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Acoustic microscopy: Resolultion of subcelluZar detail 
(ultrasound/mechanical properties/cytoplasmic thickness/nuclei, actin cables, and mitochondria) 

R. N. JOI-INSTON*,A. ATAI ,AR~,  V. JIPSON~,J .  HEISEKMIIN~, AND C. F.QUATE~:~: 
*L)epartrnent of Biological Scierrcos, ant1 tE(lwaril I , .  (;inzton I,aboratory, Starrforcl Urrivorsity, Star~ford, C:aliforr~ia93005 

Contrih~tedby C. F .  Q u a t ~ ,April 24, 1979 

ABSTRACT Recent advances now permit the ust: of scan- 
ning acoustic microscopy for the analysis of subcellr~lar com-
ponents. By sequential viewing of identified fixed cells with 
acoustic, light, and electron microscopy, we have t!stablished 
that the acoustic microscope can readily detect such features 
as nuclei and nucleoli, mitochondria, and actin cables. Under 
optimal conditions, images can even be obtained of filopodia, 
slender projections of the cell surface that are approximately 
0.1-0.2 pm in diameter. Small objects separated by as little as 
0.5-0.7 pm can successfully be resolved. Three aspects of the 
acoustic micrographs prepared in this preliminary survey seem 
especially prominent. These are, first, the extraordinary level 
of acoustic contrast that can differentiate the various cyto- 
plasmic organelles, even in regions of very thin cytoplasm; 
second, the reversals in acoustic contrast that occur when al- 
tering the plane of focus; and third, the sensitivity of the acoustic 
response to overall cytoplasmic thickness. The acoustic micro- 
scope uses a novel source of contrast that is based on llocal me- 
chanical properties. In addition, it can provide a degree of res- 
olution that is comparable to that of the light microsc:ope. 

Much of our current uriderstanding of cellular structure and 
furiction has heerr gained through the application of :a variety 
of microscopic techniques. With light microscopy, ctdvances 
in the methods of fixation and staining /for example, the recent 
development of immunofluorescence microscopy (see ref. 1 )I 
and in optical systems [for example, phase contrast (2), Nom-
arski (3) ,Hoffman modtilation (4), and polarized light mi- 
croscopy (5))have permitted major increases iri I<riowledge 
about both living arid fixed biological material. The electron 
microscope, iri both the transmissiori and scanning lalodes, has 
of course greatly exterided our understanding of the fine 
structure of nonliving preparatioris. 

We now report the application of a novel type of microscopy, 
acoustic microscopy, to the analysis of subcelllilar components. 
We compare images obtained in the acoustic microscope with 
images of the same cells obtairied by light arid electron mi- 
croscopy. This report is an update of an earlier paper (6), in 
which the visualizatiori of single cells with the scarining acoustic 
microscope was first described. Sirice then, advances in acoustic 
technology have permitted major increases in resolution to a 
level now comparable to that of light microscopy (7).The im- 
petus toward tlevrlopnirnt of the acoustic microscopc: rests or1 
the unique method of analysis, the use of high-frequericy sound 
waves. The properties detected by acoustic radiation are dif- 
ferent from those detected by either light or electrorl radiation, 
and present exciting possibilities for the examination, in a 
fundamentally new way, of biological material. 

Tlre publicativrr costs of tlris article were tlcfraycd irr part hy page 
clrargc paynicrrt. This article rrlust therefore he herchy ~rlarketl "ad-
zxvtisenlent'' in accordancc with 18 U. S. (:,$1734 solely to indicate 
this fact. 

THE ACOUSTIC MICROSCOPE 
The scanning acoustic microscope used in this study was in- 
troduced in 1974 by L,emons and Quate (8).The basic func- 
tioning of the device as used in the reflection mode can be un- 
derstood with the aid of Fig.. 1. An acoustic transducer mounted <>  

on the back of a sapphire rod is excited by applying an electric 
pulse at radio frequencies. This generates a collimated acoustic 
beam which propagates down the sapphire rod. At the front 
face of the rod a spherical depression in contact with a coupling 
fluid-in this case, water--forms an acoustic lens, and the 
acoustic beam is focused in the water according to Snell's law. 
In fact. due to the large difference in the velocitv of sound be- <>  

tween sapphire and water (a factor of 7.4), the focused beam 
suffers negligible spherical aberration and converges to a dif- 
fraction-limited spot (9). The object to be examined is placed 
at or near the focus. It is mechanically scanned line by line in 
a raster pattern. Acoustic power reflected by the object is col- 
lected and recollimated by the lens and detected (in a phase- 
sensitive wav) bv the transducer. The mechanical motion of the 

> ,  , 
object is synchroriized with a cathode ray display moriitor and 
the variations in reflected acoustic power are used to modulate 
the interisity of the display. The image thus formed on the 
monitor screen can then be recorded photographically. 

Resolution is determined by the diameter of the focal spot, 
which is, in turn, determined by the wavelerigth of the acoustic 
radiatiori in the water. Increasing the operating frequency of 
the instrument improves resolution by decreasing the acoustic 
wavelength. The maximum operating frequency is limited, 
however, because attenuation of the acoustic beam by the water 
increases as the square of the frequency. Usirig water at a 
temperature of 40-50°C and a lens focal lerigth of 40 pm, the 
acoustic microscope is presently limited to operating 
frequencies of 2.6 GlIz and hence to a wavelength iri water of 
0.6 um. Greater resolution can he obtained bv heating the water -
to a higher temperature (because the acoustic atteriuation iri 
water decreases with increasing temperature), by using a lens 
of smaller focal length, or by using a liquid of lower acoustic 
attenuation than water (D. Rugar, J. Heiserman, and C. F. 
Quate, unpublished data). 

The variations iri intensity of the reflected sound that lead 
to contrast in the acoustic image can arise in a number of ways. 
When the object is irregular on a scale that is either corisiderably 
greater thari or comparable to the acoustic wavelength in water, 
then specular or diffuse scatteririg of sound occurs, respectively. 
When the object to be studied has acoustic properties similar 
to water (as is usually the case with biological materials), then 
sound enters the object arid will be partially absorbed and phase 
shifted because of the viscosity or stiffness of the object. For solid 
objects (such as the glass slides on which biological samplcs are 

1 'To wlrorn rccluc\ts for repr~rrts slroultl he adtlrc\srtl 
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TO AMPLIFIER 

A N D  D I S P L A Y  


f 

x - y SCANNING 
1 . 3 .  ('omparison of light,, electron, and ac.oust,ic ~nicrogr:~phs. 

I"](:. 1 .  Schemat,ic illust,ration of' the scanning acoustic micro- This clrtster ofc,ells was photographed with phase-contrast ((1) and 
scope. See t,cxt l'or dctails of operat,ion. t,r;nlsmission electron ( h )microscopy after preparation ol' tht: acoustic. 
frequently mounted for observation), rnost of the sound is re- microgral)hs (c and r l ) .  (Tl1r:se i d s  were also photogrnl)hcd Ity 

Nomarski and polnrizecl light rnicroscopy but, for the sake of brevity,flected but, depending on the position of focus, phase shifts niay these images art: not irlc,lr~cled.) 'I'ht: two ncor~stic images were pre- 
be iritroduced in the process of reflection. These everits can all pnrt:d at slightly diffr:rent p1ant:s of focrls. 'l'he large dark arcas of 0 

ret)rcsent bars of the col)r)er grid. 'l'he rexion out,lined in (1 is shown . . 

at higher m;ignil'ication i l l  1''ig. 4. Bar indicates 30 pm. 

lead to variations in contrast of images of 1)iological samples 
(10) 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cell Culture. Ciliary ganglia of embryonic chickcns (8-9 

days of irlcribation) werc tlissociatctl into sllspcnsions of sirrgle 
ccils with 0.1% trypsin, (Microbiological Associatcs, Rctlicsda, 
MU) (1 1). T1rc:sc cclls werc: tlrr.ri iricubatcd in a 1.ir~niitlific:d 5% 
(:02 atrnosphcre at :37"(:, in metlirlrn F-12 (C:IIK:O) s~rpple-
rricrited with 10%Petal bovirre serrrni (Microl)iological Asso- 
ciates), for 2-5 days. The cells were growrl at a drrisity of 2- 5 
X 10:' cclls per car2 either on co1lage11-coattd glass tliscs ( 1  8 Irlni 
dianietcr) or on discs first covered with a filrr~ of Vorrr~var (12), 

1?1(:. 2. ,A hinr~cleat,c: fit)rok)lostic ccll. This rixcd, runst,ailled cell 
was photoxraphcd will1 ~)hase-cont rasL light rnicroscopy I)cf'ore ( h )  
ant1 after ( c )  rrsc of' Lhe aconst ic rnicrosco1)c; gross darnagc Lo the ccll 
tiocs not occrrr as a rcslrlt ol':rcorrstic microscopy. In thc ;rcoustic irnagc 
(tr  1, l.hc nlrclei ant1 ntrcleoli exhibit xre:rt conlrast with rcspcct to Lhc 
sr~rrounding cyloplasm. Also notc thc rr~ffles ol' the cell periphery, Lhe 
t~l)p;rrcnLxranrllarity ol'thc ccll cytoj)lasrn, :inti thc :rlternatirlg con- 
centric I~ancls ot'acorrstic density. I3ar intlicalcs 1 0  prn. 

then coated with collarre~r. 'l'he reusable glass tliscs were di:- 
slgncd both to fit thc, \ptxcrmc,ri holt1c.r ol thc acoustic micro- 
sconcx and to r~rrrnit observatlorr of itlerit~f 1c.d cc.115 111 the l i ~ l l t  

< ,  

microscope arid (whcri uscd wit11 Vormvar) ill tlrc. ~rarisrirission 
electron microscope. 

Preparation for Microscopy. In all caws, salnples were fixed 
with 2.5%glntaraldehyde i r ~Sorc:rison's bnfft:r (0.117%salts/0.12 
M sucrose, 37°C;. 20 nii~i),  t l ~ e r ~rinsed thorougl~ly with bnffcr. 
Whrrr samplr:~ warc cornpared by only ac:or~stic and light rrri- 
croscopy, cclls of interest were first iderltifietl by th r  light mi- 
croscope [Zeiss Photornicroscopc; ilOX (r1nrnt:rical aperture of 
0.75) arrd 1 0OX (oil-immersion, nunrc:rical aprrture of 1.30) 
objcctivrsI. 'Thry wcrc then cxarnirlrtl acoustically i r ~  distilled 
waler. ant1 latc:r reexarriinetl with the lirrlrt microscone, with 
I)l~)tograI'llq~rf~L)arc:dat each stage. Samples wcre examined 
irr tlistillcd water to avoid the crystallizatiorr of salts that woultl 
otherwisc occur bccal~scof evaporation from tht: operi-air 
specimen rriourrt. (Newer microscopic designs will soon pc>rmit 
the exarriir~atior~ of cells in nlt:dia with salts.) Sarriples viewed 

'> <, 
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1 ' 1 Itegion oL'cellular interaction. 'l'his region is shown a t  a lower magnification in Fig. :)a. 'l'he acoustic micrograph ( a )  represents the  
grctatctst practical magnification now available with the acor;s;tic rnicroscopct. 'l'hc filopodium (F) and the sitcts of cell cctll attachrnctnt (arrowheads) 
are approximately 0.2 p m  in diameter; the attachment sites are separated by as little as  0.5 ptn. Actin cal~les (A(?) ; ~ n dthe oval expansions of 
their t,ips that  tnay represent, s i t r  of cel1Lsul)stratum attachment (AS) are clearly visihle in the  acoustic micrograph. 'l'hese structures can also 
I,e seen in the phase-contrast ( h )and the transmission elect.ron (c)  micrograph. Some of these stnrctures are also visil~le in t.he scanning electron 
tnicrograph ( d )as variations in surface contour; the hroad undulations of the cells in d are caused hy folding of the k'ormvar. Har indicates 10 
prn. 

with acoustic, light, and electron nricroscopy were Tixctl with Jrying, care was taken to keep the samples coritiriually wet. 
ghltaraldchydc, as hefore, then rinsed, post-fixetl with 0.2% Nevertheless, becarise the acoustic specinreri holtler was operi 
Os04 (20°C, 10 min), rinsed again, lightly stained wit11 uranyl to the atmosphere, it is possihle that sonre preparations drietl 
acetate and lead citrate (13), and stored in briffcr rintil use. After trarisiently in air After the cells were photographed with the 
cxaminatiori of selectetl cells with light and acoristic microscopy, transmission electron nricroscope (flitachi HU-IlE-I, operatetl 
small fragmerits of the Formvar plastic (with the at1hert:rit cells) at 75 kV accelerating voltagr), they were sputter-coated with 
were peeled off the glass disc, attached to copper grids (12), and goltl (Denton Vacuuni 1)V-502) ant1 exaniinetl in the scanriirig 
dried at the critical point of C : 0 2 .  Up to the tinrc of criticxl poirit electrori microscope (Coatcs ant1 Welter, motlel 50) 
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Fu:. 5. 'I'ransmissioi~ electroil (a)atld acoustic (11)  micrographs 
of a clustcr of large mitochondria (arrow) aligned parallel to actill 
c:ables. Bar ittdicates 10gnl. 

RESULTS 

Even in early experiments of this series, we were able to obtain 
dramatic acoustic images of fixed. unstained fibroblastic cells 

c, 


(Fig. 2a). Several prominent characteristics of acoustic images 
distinguish them from phase-contrast light micrographs of the 
same cells (Fig.. 2 h and c). These characteristics include the 

\ -
roughly concentric dark and light bands that alternate inward 
from the edge of the cell. Superimposed upon these bands are 
the local dramatic variations in acoustic response that indicate 
the various cytoplasmic organelles. Initially, we were concerned 
that cellular structure might be damaged in some way by the 
high frequency sound waves used in acoustic microscopy 
(perhaps because of local heating by the acoustic beam) or by 
warming of the fluid in which the cells were bathed. Never- 
theless, light micrographs prepared of cells before (Fig. 2h) and 
after (Fig. 2c) acoustic microscopy reveal that, at this level, 
cellular damage caused by the acousKc microscope is not great, 
consistent with the finding that acoustic microscopy is com- 
natible with living cells (6)." \ ,  

In order to identify unambiguously the cytoplasmic organ- 
elles visible with acoustic niicroscovv and to evaluate nossible 

L ,  

mechanisms of formation of the concentric acoustic rings, we 
undertook a series of experiments designed to permit exami- 
nation of identified cells by electron, light, and acoustic mi- 
croscopy. Although it was technically difficult to ideritify and 
view single cells by these different approaches, we were nev- 
ertheless able, in a few cases, to examine cells with all these 

I . 'I'llis locomolorv ot.gcrnclle'I'hin cellrrlar lan~cllipotli~~rn. 
\v:rs app:rrcnLly fiacti during it,s extcnsior~. 'l'hin I'ilopotiia (0.10.15 
prn in di:rrricter) ~rrotrlrde t'rorn t Ire I:rmcIli~)odium,and some o1'1,hese 
(;irrotvs) :rrc f:rint,ly visihlc in llrc acor~slic~nicrokraph( n ) .Also not,(, 
t Ire irregular cytoplasmic lat,t,icc in cr th:rl is visible in t,he electron 
nlicrograph ( ! I )  as localizctl aggrcgalions 01' ~iiicrol'ilarnc~iIs.13ar in-
dicates 10 grn. 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 76 (1979) 

methods. To facilitate the penetration of electrons through 
whole-mounted cells in the transmission electron microscope, 
we selected for viewing those cells that appeared thin in the 
light microscope. An example of such a cell is illustrated in Fig. 
3. The marked changes in patterns of acoustic contrast that 
result from a slight shift in positioning of the cell along the 
acoustic axis of the leris are demonstrated in Fig. 3 c and d .  
Although the concentric nature of the bands is essentially re- 
tained, their radial position, and the acoustic signal from the 
surrounding substratum, both vary with the separation between 
sample and leris and, thus, with the phasc angle of the reflected 
acoustic signal. At this low magnification, reratively little 
cytoplasmic detail is revealed in the acoustic micrographs. 
Although more detail is visible in the light micrograph, contrast 
is reduced relative to the acoustic image. The corresponding 
electron micrograph shows great contrast ancl resolution, 
especially at the cell periphery, but perietration of the electron 
beam through the thicker central cytoplasm is too poor to reveal 
cellular detail. 

In Fig. 4, the area outlined in Fig. 3a is shown at the highest 
magnification now practical with the acoustic microscope 
Here, the detail revealed in the acoustic image closely ap- 
proaches that obtained with a light microscope fitted with a 
lOOX oil-immersion objective Using the transmission electron 
micrograph as a reference, we are able to identify many of the 
acoustically visible structures, including an elongate filopodium, 
sites of attachment between adjacent cells, actin cables, and 
probable sites of cell-substratum attachment. Independent 
calibrations of these light and electron micrographs reveal that 
the indicated sites of cell-cell attachment, and the filovodium. 
are 0.2 pm in diameter. The scanning electron micrograph of 
the same region demonstrates that at least some of these features 
are visible as variations in surface contour, especially in regioris 
where the cytoplasm is particularly thin. This variation in 
surface contour was unexpected, and may be artifactual. Note 
also that the cell thickness increases centrally. 

Fig. 5 illustrates a portion of a cell that had an unusually 
prominent accumulatiori of mitochondria aligned parallel to 
a series of actin cables. The mitochondria nresent an acoustic 
image that contrasts dramatically with that of the surrounding 
cytoplasm. Whereas large mitochondria appear distinct, smaller 
mitochondria nearby are only poorly resolved acoustically, and 
their images are reduced in contrast. 

The smallest biological objects we have yet been able to 
ideritify in the acoustic microscope are shown in Fig. 6. Here, 
an exceedingly thin portion of cell cytoplasm was apparently 
fixed during its extension as a ruffling membrane. Several fil- 
opodia, 0.1-0.15 pm in width, project from this membrane (Fig. 
6h), and some of these are faintly visible in the acoustic image 
(Fig. 6a). Also visible acolistically is a diffuse and irregular 
cytoplasn~ic lattice, which corresporids ill the elcctron micro- 
graph to local aggregations of microfilaments. 

DISCUSSION 
'This study represents a successful attempt to specifically obscrve 
irrtracellrllar sLrricture with t l ~ c  acoustic rnicroscopc. For this 
work, we selected fibroblastic cells of the peripheral nervous 
system, both because these cells wcre readily acc:essible to 11s 
and because their structure has previously beer1 well charac- 
terized (1.1). I3y making comparisons arno~lg sequential acoustic, 
electron, arid light micrographs of single cells, we have been 
able to identify acoustically prominent organelles that corrc- 
slx~ntl to nuclei ant1 ~rucleoli, mitochondria, actin cables and 
presumptive cell attachmelrt sites, and filopodia, ruffles, and 
other cell surface projcctiolrs. 

The smallest 1)iological objects that we are presently able to 
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detect acoustically, such as filopodia and other thin organelles, 
have diameters of 0.1-0.2 pm, though these are identifiable 
only when other organelles are not nearby. The ;rbility of the 
acoustic microscope to resolve adjacent small objects is some- 
what less. We estimate that the minimal separation of biological 
objects that can be acoustically resolved is about 0.5-0.7 pm, 
or approximately one wavelength. Although a light inicroscope 
equipped with an oil-immersion lens can surpass this perfor- 
mance, the difference is not great. We anticipate that im- 
provements in acoustic microscopy over the next few years will 
narrow this gap further, and the acoustic instrument may in 
time even exceed the resolving power of the light n~icroscope. 
Electron microscopists, of course, need not fear competition on 
this front. 

Nevertheless, the acoustic microscope already offers poten- 
tially useful features that are characteristic of neither light nor 
electron microscopy. First, the degree of acoustic contrast that 
differentiates cytoplasmic organelles can be impressive, even 
when these organelles are unstained. Second, the ac:oustic mi- 
croscope is apparently sensitive to slight variations in cyto- 
plasmic thickness and provides a degree of information that is 
otherwise readily ot>tainable only in the interference micro- 
scope or iii the scanning electron microscope. Finally, the 
acoustic microscope, unlike the electron microscope, is com- 
patible with living cells (6). 

The precise mechanisms by which biological objects generate 
acoustic contrast are not yet well understood. 1,ocalized changes 
in cytoplasmic mechanical properties, which could result in 
variations both in acoustic absorbance and in phase angle of the 
reflected signal, should contribute to acoustic contrast (15, 16). 
The phase angle of the acoustic response can vary as a function 
of at least two cytoplasmic parameters. An acoustic pulse 
propagating through a region of reduced density or increased 
mechanical stiffness would increase in velocity of propagation 
and thereby undergo a phase advance with respect lo adjacent 
signals. Depending on the plane of acoustic focus, this would 
be interpreted by the microscope as either a relative lightening 
or a relative darkening of the visual image. On thc: other hand, 
an-acoustic pulse propagating through a homogeneous object 
that is of variable thickness would undergo a greater phase 
advance, perhaps through multiples of n,in the thicker regions. 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 76 (1979) 3329 

We suspect that the latter mechanism may account, in large 
part, for the existence of the acoustic rings that appear to follow 
the contours of cells as thev thicken toward their centers. We 
do not yet know, however, to what extent the local variations 
in acoustic contrast that are associated with cytoplasmic or- 
ganelles correlate with mechanical or viscoelastic properties 
that might result in acoustic absorbance or phase shift. To an- 
swer these and other questions, further comparisons among 
acoustic and electron microscopic images of cells must be 
made. 
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